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I

magine getting married under the sweeping
pine boughs of the northern forest or beside
the surging surf of Lake Superior. Welcome to
the wilderness.

More and more couples are tying the knot with a Lake Superior
destination in mind. Weddings in unique locations are no longer
uncommon, and the future holds many opportunities to unite
loving couples with local foods, products, services and allencompassing hotel plans and wedding planning.
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Lake Superior Magazine’s Special Section on nuptials,
anniversaries and reunions each year in the February/March issue
emphasizes choosing a local venue. We talk about using a
destination for a lifetime – planning to use Lake Superior as the
destination for the wedding and honeymoon then returning for
anniversaries and family gatherings. This is the place to be when
reaching out to those who are looking for local vendors.
With a readership of nearly 100,000 for each edition, you can
tailor your ad to reach a go-do-it market. Use Lake Superior
Magazine to reach our readers and find new prospects.
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Be a Part of this Issue
Lake Superior Magazine is in its Fourth Decade of publishing.
You can be a part of it. Whether you offer hospitality, services
or have a unique story to tell, an affluent and well-educated
readership will see this issue. You should be there! Contact us
today to learn more.
All ad sizes available at normal rates. Call for specific needs.

Call us before November 28, 2017
All rates U.S. dollars. Regular rates. Frequency discounts available.
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